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Undoing operations is an indispensable feature for many collaborative applications, mainly collab-
orative editors. It provides the ability to restore a correct state of the shared data after erroneous
operations. In particular, selective undo allows users to undo any operation and is based on rear-
ranging operations in the history using the Operational Transformation (OT) approach. OT is an
optimistic replication technique that allows many users toconcurrently update the shared data and
exchange their updates in any order. To ensure consistency,OT enforces the out-of-order execu-
tion of concurrent updates using transformation functionsthat must have been planned in advance.
It is a challenging task how to meaningfully combine OT and undo approaches while preserving
consistency. Indeed, undoing operations that are receivedand executed out-of-order at different col-
laborating sites inevitably leads to divergence cases. Even though various undo solutions have been
proposed over the recent years, they are either limited or erroneous.

In this paper, we propose a constraint-based approach to address the undo problem that is for-
mulated as a Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP). By using CSP approach, we are able to analyze
all covered transformation cases for coordinating collaborative objects with finite size of operations.
This allows to devise undoable transformation patterns which considerably simplifies the design of
collaborative objects. We also study the relation between commutativity and undoability which en-
ables us to state a very important theoretical result. Indeed, we prove that commutativity is necessary
and sufficient to achieve undoability for small sets of operations (of sizes 2 and 4) and only suffi-
cient otherwise. This work represents a step forward towarda practical use of CSP techniques for
designing safe OT-based collaborative applications.

Keywords: Collaborative Applications, Selective Undo, OperationalTransformation (OT), Constraint
Satisfaction Problem (CSP).

1 Introduction

Motivation. Nowadays, collaborative applications are becoming more widespread due to the powerful
evolution of networks and their services. For instance, collaborative editors (e.g. Google Docs) allow
several and dispersed users to simultaneously cooperate with each other in order to manipulate a shared
object (e.g. a multimedia document). To ensure availability of data as well as high local responsiveness,
these applications resort to replicating shared objects. So, the updates are applied in different orders at
different replicas of the object. This potentially leads todivergent (or different) replicas, an undesirable
situation for collaborative applications.Operational Transformation(OT) is an optimistic technique
which has been proposed to overcome the divergence problem [6, 20]. It enforces to some extent the
commutativity between conflicting operations without using roll-back, but by using transformations that
must have been planned in advance. Indeed, the OT approach consists of application-dependent transfor-
mation algorithmIT (op1,op2) to compute the transformation of operationop1 which is a new variant of
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op1 that will be executed after operationop2. Thus, for every possible pair of concurrent operations, the
application programmer has to define in advance how to merge these operations regardless of execution
order. To ensure the convergence of all replicas, a transformation algorithm requires to satisfy twotrans-
formation properties[15], namelyTP1 andTP2 (see Section 2.1). OT is used in many collaborative
editors including Joint Emacs [15], CoWord [22], CoPowerPoint [22], the Google Wave1, and Google
Docs2.

Undoing operations is an indispensable feature for many collaborative applications, mainly real time
collaborative editors. It provides the ability to restore acorrect state of the shared data after erroneous
operations. In particular,selective undoconsists in undoing any operation from the local history of
operations performed locally or received from remote sites. It is especially required for maintaining
convergence in access control-based collaborative editors [4, 5]. Indeed, in collaborative applications,
operations are received out-of-order at different collaborating sites. Thus undoing an illegal operation at
one site may necessitate to undo it in a different form (i.e. its transformation form) at another according
to its reception order. To correctly undo operations, threeinverse properties, namelyIP1, IP2 andIP3 [7,
13, 19, 23] were proposed (see Section 2.2). Combining OT andundo approaches while preserving data
convergence remains an open and challenging issue since many divergence cases may be encountered
when undoing operations. Even though many solutions were proposed over the recent years, designing
undo schemes for collaborative applications is a hard task since each proposed solution has either a
limitation (i.e. it relaxes some constraints at the expenseof system performance) or a counterexample
showing it is not correct [16,23].

Contribution. In this paper, we present a theoretical study of the undoability problem in collaborative
applications. For any shared object with a set of primitive operations, we provide a formal model to
investigate the existence of convergent transformation functions satisfying inverse properties. As ap-
proaching these transformation functions turns out to be combinatorial in nature, we resort to constraint
programming to formalize the undoability problem as a Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP). Thus,
we define a collaborative application as a shared object whose state must satisfy both transformation
and inverse properties. We use our model to devise transformation patterns that guarantee both the con-
vergence of shared data and the correctness of the undo approach. Furthermore, we study the relation
between undoability and commutativity. Yet the OT approachwas proposed to go beyond the commuta-
tivity, we prove that commutativity is necessary and sufficient to correctly undo operations in consistent
objects of size 2 and 4 and only sufficient otherwise.

Outline. The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we present OTapproach by describing how
to do and undo user updates. Section 3 describes our formal model and shows how we formulate the
undoability as a CSP. In Section 4, we study the undoable transformation functions provided by our
solver. Section 5 discusses our results. We review related work in Section 6 and conclude the paper with
future research in Section 7.

2 Operational Transformation Approach

To get started, we first present the ingredients of OT approach by describing how to do and undo user
updates in collaborative context.

1http://www.waveprotocol.org/whitepapers/operational-transform
2http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Google_Docs
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2.1 Doability of Updates

OT is an optimistic replication technique which allows manyusers (or sites) to generate operations in
order to concurrently modify the shared data and next to coordinate their divergent replicas in order to
obtain the same data [6, 20]. The operations of each site are executed on the local replica immediately
without being blocked or delayed, and then are propagated toother sites to be executed again. Accord-
ingly, every operation is processed in four steps: (i)generationon one site; (ii)broadcastto other sites;
(iii) receptionon one site; (iv)executionon one site.

As any distributed application, exchanging operations requires to track relations between these oper-
ations. Two relations are often given in the literature [6,20]:

Definition 1. (Causality and Concurrency Relations).Let an operation op1 be generated at site i and
an operation op2 be generated at site j. We say that op2 causally dependson op1, denoted op1→ op2,
iff: (i) i = j and op1 was generated before op2; or, (ii) i 6= j and the execution of op1 at site j has
happened before the generation of op2. Two operations op1 and op2 are said to beconcurrent, denoted
by op1 ‖ op2, iff neither op1→ op2 nor op2→ op1.

As a long established convention in OT-based collaborativeapplications [6, 21] , thetimestamp vec-
torsare used to determine the causality and concurrency relations between operations. Due to high com-
munication latencies in wide-area and mobile wireless networks the replication of collaborative objects
is commonly used in distributed collaborative systems. Butthis choice is not without problem. Indeed,
one of the significant issues when building collaborative editors with a replicated architecture and an
arbitrary communication of messages between users is theconsistency maintenance(or convergence) of
all replicas. To illustrate this problem, we give the following example:

Example 1. Consider a shared binary register where two primitive operations modify the state of a bite
from 0 to 1 and vice versa: (i) U p to turn on the register; (ii) Down to turn off the register. Suppose that
this shared register is manipulated concurrently by two users, as depicted in Figure 1(a). Initially, both
copies of the shared register contain0. User1 executes operation op1 =U p to turn the local state to1.
Concurrently, user2 performs op2 = Down. When op1 is received and executed on site2, it produces
the expected state1. But, at site1, op2 does not take into account that op1 has been executed before it
and it produces the state0. Thus, the final state at site1 is different from that of site2.

(a) Incorrect integration. (b) Correct integration.

Figure 1: Serialization of concurrent updates

To maintain convergence, a serialization by transformation can be used. When user 1 gets an opera-
tion op that was previously executed by user 2 on his replica of the shared object, he does not necessarily
integrateop by executing it “as is” on his replica. He will rather executea variant ofop, denoted byop′

(called atransformationof op) that intuitively intends to achieve the same effect as op. To do this, OT
has been proposed to provide application-dependent transformation algorithm calledInclusion Transfor-
mation IT such that for every possible pair of concurrent operations,the application programmer has to
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specify how to merge these operations regardless of reception order [6, 20, 21]. For instance, the fol-
lowing transformation function givestransformation casesfor the set operations{U p,Down} given in
Example 1.

ITbin(op1,op2) : op′1
Choice of op1 and op2

Case (op1 =U p and op2 =U p):
op′1←U p

Case (op1 =U p and op2 = Down):
op′1←U p

Case (op1 = down and op2 =U p):
op′1←U p

Case (op1 = Down and op2 = Down):
op′1←Down

End

In the following, we show how to correctly merge operations using the previous algorithm.
Example 2. In Figure 1(b), we illustrate the effect of IT on the previousexample. At site1, op2 needs to
be transformed in order to include the effects of op1: op′2 = IT (Down,U p) =U p. The operation Down
is transformed to U p since another U p was concurrently generated.
OT Properties. OT approach requires that every site stores all executed operations in a buffer also called
a log. A log is a sequence of operations buffered at their execution order. Notationop1 ·op2 · . . . ·opn

represents the operation sequence ofn operations. By abuse of notation, we denote byst ·X = st′ the
operation (or an operation sequence)X that is executed on a replica statest and produces a replica state
st′. We can define an equivalence relation between operation sequences as follows:
Definition 2. (Equivalence between sequences of operations). Two sequences seq1 and seq2 areequiv-
alent, denoted by seq1 ≡ seq2, iff seq1 and seq2 produce the same state, i.e. st·seq1 = st ·seq2 for every
state st.

Transforming any operationop against a sequence of operationsseqis denoted byIT ∗(op,seq) and
is recursively defined as follows:
• IT ∗(op, /0) = opwhere /0 is the empty sequence;
• IT ∗(op,op1 ·op2 · . . . ·opn) = IT ∗(IT (op,op1),op2 · . . . ·opn)

We say thatophas been concurrently generated according to all operations ofseq.
To ensure the convergence of all replicas, a transformationalgorithm requires to satisfy two proper-

ties [15,19], calledtransformation properties.
Definition 3. (Transformation properties). Let IT be an inclusion transformation function. For all
op1, op2 and op3 pairwise concurrent operations, IT iscorrectiff the following properties are satisfied:
• Property TP1: st ·op1 · IT (op2,op1) = st ·op2 · IT (op1,op2), for every state st.

• Property TP2: IT ∗(op3,op1 · IT (op2,op1)) = IT ∗(op3,op2 · IT (op1,op2)).
TP1 defines astate identityand ensures that ifop1 andop2 are concurrent, the effect of executing

op1 beforeop2 is the same as executingop2 beforeop1. This condition is necessary but not sufficient
when the number of concurrent operations is greater than two. As for TP2, it ensures that transforming
op3 against equivalent operation sequences results in the sameoperation.

PropertiesTP1 andTP2 are sufficient to ensure the convergence forany numberof concurrent oper-
ations which can be executed inarbitrary order [11,15]. Moreover, based on transformation properties,
we can reorder operations in a sequence without altering theresulting state of the original sequence
which is very useful for undoing concurrent operations.

In the following, we say that a transformation functionIT is correct if it verifies both propertiesTP1
andTP2. For instance, the functionITbin presented earlier is correct since it verifies both properties.
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2.2 Undoability of Updates

The ability to undo operations performed by a user is a very useful feature allowing to reverse erroneous
operations. Thus, it is possible to restore a previous convergent state without being obliged to redo all
the work performed on a document. The selectiveundomechanism allows for maintaining convergence
in access control-based collaborative editors [4]. Indeed, in such applications any operation may be dy-
namically revoked even if it is already executed. So, enforcing a dynamic access control policy requires
to selectively undo operations from a given log. This approach is based on rearranging operations in the
history using the OT approach. Consequently, it is primordial to log all executed operations to accom-
plish an undo scheme. Furthermore, all operations should beundoable. For this, we suppose that each
operationop has an inverse denoted byop. As proposed in [13, 19], to selectively undo operationopi

from a given log sayL = op1 ·op2 · . . . ·opi · . . . ·opn, we proceed by the following consecutive steps as
illustrated in Figure 2:

(1) Findopi in L;
(2) Markopi as an undone operation:op∗i ;
(3) Generateopi ;
(4) Calculateop′ = IT ∗(opi ,opi+1 · . . . ·opn) that integrates the effect of the sequence followingopi in

L;
(5) Exclude3 the effect ofopi from the log by including the effect ofopi inside the sequenceopi+1 · . . . ·

opn (i.e. the sequence followingop∗i ). The resulting sequence is thenop′i+1 · . . . ·op′n;
(6) Executeop′.

Figure 2: Undo Scheme.

Finally, the sequenceL ·opi
′ should be equivalent toL′ so that the undoability is correct.

Undo Properties.Three inverse propertiesIP1, IP2 andIP3, have been proposed in the literature [7,13,
19,23] to formalize the correctness of a transformation-based undo scheme.

Definition 4 (Inverse Property 1 (IP1)). Given any operation op and its inverseop, then: op·op≡ /0.

3We can exclude the effect ofopi from the sublogopi+1 · . . . ·opn using this small algorithm:
op← opi
for j from i+1 ton do
op′j ← IT (opj ,op)
op← IT (op,opj )
end for
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PropertyIP1 means the operation sequenceop·op must not affect the object state and is not related
to transformation functions.

Definition 5 (Inverse Property 2 (IP2)). Given a correct transformation function IT and any two opera-
tions op1 and op2 then: IT(IT (op1,op2),op2) = op1.

As the sequenceop2 ·op2 have no effect, propertyIP2 means transformingop1 againstop2 and its
inverseop2 must result in the same operation.

Definition 6 (Inverse Property 3 (IP3)). Given a transformation function IT and any two concurrent
operations op1 and op2 with op′1 = IT (op1,op2) and op′2 = IT (op2,op1). If sequences op1 · op′2 ≡
op2 ·op′1 then IT(op1,op′2) = IT (op1,op2).

PropertyIP3 means that the operation executed to undoop1 in op1 ·op′2 is the same as the operation
executed to undo it transformed formop′1 in op2 ·op′1.

The violation of one of the previous three properties, leadsto divergence situations referred to as
puzzles. This is due to the fact that even though the considered transformation functions are correct
(i.e., they satisfy the transformation propertiesTP1 and TP2) they are not sufficient to preserve the
data convergence when undoing operations. Puzzles are subtle but characteristic scenarios allowing to
conceive a correct undo solution. All known undo puzzles aredue to the violation ofIP2 or IP3 by
transformation functions. For instance, in group editors,trying to identify and solve various puzzles has
been a major stimulus in developing and verifying various novel collaborative editing techniques [14,18,
20]. The ability to solve identified undo puzzles is a necessary condition and an important indicator of
the soundness of an undo solution.

In general,IP2 violation is discarded by placing the inverse of an undone operation just after it
in the log. The sequenceop· op is then marked in order to be ignored when transforming another
operation against it. The violation ofIP3 cannot be avoided by such a mechanism and must be fulfilled
by transformation functions in order to always ensure the data convergence. To further illustrate inverse
properties, we present the following examples:

Example 3. Consider a shared integer register altered by two operations Inc() and Dec() which incre-
ments and decrements respectively the register state such as the one is the inverse of the other. A correct
transformation function is defined as IT(opi ,opj ) = opi for all operations opi ,opj in {Inc(),Dec()}.
Note that operation Inc() commutes with Dec(). Obviously, propertyIP1 is satisfied since we have
Inc() ·Dec() ≡ Dec() · Inc() ≡ /0.

Furthermore it is easy to verify thatIP2 and IP3 are satisfied. On the one hand,
IT (IT (op1,op2),op2) = IT (op1,op2) = op1. Thereby, showing thatIP2 is indeed satisfied by the
transformation function. On the other hand, IT(op1, IT (op2,op1)) = IT (op1,op2) = op1. Since
IT (op1,op2) = op1, we deduce that indeed IT(op1, IT (op2,op1)) = IT (op1,op2) for all operations
op1,op2 ∈ {Inc(),Dec()}. Thus,IP3 is fulfilled. In Figure 3(a), we illustrate howIP3 is preserved when
undoing the operation Inc() generated concurrently to Dec(). In this figure, two sites edit concurrently a
shared integer. Initially, both sites have the state0. Site 1 increments the integer to get the state1 while
site2 decrements it and gets the state−1. Every operation is integrated remotely to converge to the state
0. Next, site 1 undoes the operation op1 = Inc(). For this, op1 = Dec() is generated then transformed
against the remote operation op′2 = Dec() which leads to the final state−1. At site2, undoing Inc()
consists in generating its inverse Dec() which leads to the same state as site1. Obviously, property
IP3 is preserved and both sites converges to the state−1. Similarly, it is easy to check thatIP3 is also
preserved if the operation Dec() were undone.
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(a) IP3 preservation for a scenario of{Inc(),Dec()}. (b) IP3 violation by the transformation functionITbin.

Figure 3:IP3 property.

Example 4. Consider again the shared binary register given in Example 1. PropertyIP1 is violated since
0·Down·U p= 1 6= 0. As for propertyIP2, it is violated since IT(IT (Down,Down),U p) =U p 6=Down.
To illustrate the violation ofIP3, we consider the Figure 3(b) where we show how to undo op1 in the
same situation depicted in Figure 1(b). Initially, both collaborating sites have a shared register set to0.
The sites perform concurrently then exchange the operations op1 =U p and op2 = Down and converge
to the final state1. Suppose now that the operation op1 is undone at both sites. At site1, undoing op1
proceeds as follows: (i) generate the inverse of op1 let op1 = Down; (ii) transformop1 against op′2
which results in IT(U p,Down) =U p. Thus, the final state after undoing op1 is 1 at site1. However, at
site2, the execution ofop′1 = Down at state1 produces the state0. Consequently, both copies diverge
due to the violation ofIP3 since IT(op1, IT (op2,op1)) 6= IT (op1,op2).

Accordingly, it is easy to show by counterexamples that undoability is not always achieved even
though the transformation function is correct. The question that arises here is how to define a transfor-
mation function that fulfills inverse properties? To answerthis question, we propose in the following to
formalize the undoability problem as a CSP.

3 Formalizing the Undoability Problem

The undoablity problem consists in investigating the existence of transformation functions satisfying
both transformation and inverse properties. In this section, we first provide a formal definition for col-
laborative objects and next, we formulate our undoability problem as a CSP.

3.1 Consistent Collaborative Object (CCO)

We suppose that there areN sites (or users) collaborating on the same shared object replicated at each
site. Every site updates its local copy, executes the updateimmediately, then broadcasts it to other sites.
Before they are executed locally, remote updates are transformed against concurrent operations from the
local log of the receiver site using theIT function in order to integrate their effects.

We formally define a consistent collaborative object as follows:

Definition 7 (Consistent Collaborative Object). A Consistent Collaborative Object(CCO) is a triplet
C = 〈S t,O p, IT 〉 with:

• S t is a countable set of objectstates(or the space state).
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• O p is a countable set ofprimitive operationsexecuted by the user tomodify the object state, such that
each operation op inO p hasuniqueanddistinct inverseop∈O p in such a way, applying op followed
by op has no effect.

• IT : O p×O p→O p is acorrecttransformation function (i.e., IT satisfies propertiesTP1 andTP2).

A CCO is of order n, denoted n-CCO, if the size ofO p is equal to n.

According to Definition 7, a CCO has noidle operations (i.e., there is noop∈ O p such thatst ·
op= st for any statest). Indeed, when designing a shared object, a developer provides intuitively only
operations that alter/modify the object state. For her/him, it does not make sense to handle practically
idle operations. In addition to that, each operation has a unique and distinct (i.e.op 6= op) inverse,
all operations have to satisfy the undo propertyIP1 (see Definition 4). Moreover, the size of CCO is
always even as each operation is different from its inverse.As seen in previous examples, we can devise
consistent objects (i.e.TP1 andTP2 are satisfied) without idle operations (see Examples 3 and 1). We
also exclude operations equal to their inverses (i.e, op= op) since they are not interesting in practice.

Note that Example 1 is not a CCO sinceIP1 is violated while it is easy to prove that Example 3 is a
CCO.

A consistent collaborative object is said to be undoable if its transformation function verifies inverse
propertiesIP2 andIP3 sinceIP1 is assumed.

Definition 8 (Undoability). A consistent collaborative object C= 〈S t,O p, IT 〉 is undoableiff its trans-
formation function IT satisfies undo propertiesIP2 and IP3.

In the sequel, all used objects are consistent collaborative objects (see Definition 7).

3.2 CSP Statement

Given a consistent collaborative objectC= 〈S t,O p, IT 〉, our undoability problem consists in finding all
transformation functions satisfying inverse properties.However, this task turns out to be a combinatorial
problem. This is why, we propose to formalize the undoability problem as a CSP. Indeed, CSPs [24]
are mathematical problems defined as a set of objects whose state must satisfy a number of constraints.
They represent the entities in a problem as a homogeneous collection of finite constraints over variables,
which is solved by constraint satisfaction methods. CSPs are solved in a reasonable time thanks to the
combination of heuristics and combinatorial search methods. Formally, a CSP is defined as follows:

Definition 9 (CSP). A CSP is defined as a triple〈X ,D ,C 〉, where:

• X = {x1, . . . ,xn} is a set of problem variables;
• D = {D1, . . . ,Dn} is the set of domain values for every the variable, i.e. for every k∈ [1;n],

xk ∈Dk; and
• C = {C1, . . . ,Cm} is a set of constraints. The constraints may be defined as (i) arithmetic con-

straints such as=, 6=, <,≤, >,≥; (ii) logical constraints such as disjunction, implication, etc.

An evaluation of the variables is a function from variables to values. A solution is an evaluation that
satisfies all constraints fromC .

Inspired by some famous CSP problems such as the eight-queenproblem [1,2], we formalize the un-
doability problem using CSP theory. Indeed, the undoability problem could be represented by a square
matrix where rows and columns refer to the operations while their intersection refers to the transforma-
tion result. In the following, we discuss the ingredients ofour CSP model.

The set of variables. X is the set of different possible values taken by the operations to
be transformed. Formally, given a CCOC = 〈S t,O p, IT 〉 such that O p = {op1, . . . ,opn},
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then X = {IT (opi ,opj )| opi , opj ∈ O p}. For instance, if O p = {op1,op2}, then X =
{IT (op1,op1), IT (op1,op2), IT (op2,op1), IT (op2,op2)}. Subsequently, an-CCO has a set of variables
X of sizen2.

The domain. The domain of values is the set of values of each of the variables, i.e. the transformation
result of theIT function for a couple of operations. Obviously, we haveD = O p. To simplify our
model, we considerN as the domain of operations. We represent the transformation functionIT of a n-
CCO by a square matrix of sizen2 such that operations corresponds to the indexes of rows and columns.
The intersection of rowi with column j is the evaluation of the transformation functionIT (i, j). This
representation hasnn2

different possible assignments in the search space which istoo large.

The set of constraints.The constraints are the key component in expressing a problem as a CSP. They
are the conditions to be satisfied by theIT function so that an evaluation is true. Thus, constraints
areTP2, IP2 and IP3. We exclude propertiesTP1 and IP1 since the former cannot be expressed by
mathematical relations between the different variables from X , while the latter is assumed.

Practically, it is possible to find useless solutions while verifying both convergence and inverse prop-
erties. For instance, a correct transformation function may just undo the effect of the remote operation
or that of the local operation against which it is transformed, as we will detail in Example 5. Thus, after
synchronizing all operations, all users will loose their updates which is far from being the objective of
OT approach. To illustrate this, let us consider the following example:

Example 5. Let op1 and op2 be two operations over square matrices of order 2 M2,2, such that:

op1 : M2,2 → M2,2

A 7→ 2×t A4

op2 : M2,2 → M2,2

A 7→ 2×

(

a0,1 a0,0

a1,0 a1,1

)

Consider the set of operationsO p = {op1,op2,op3,op4} where op3 and op4 are the inverses
of op2 and op1 respectively. The following correct transformation function may be defined over
O p:(i) IT (op1,op) = op2; (ii) IT (op2,op) = op1; (iii) IT (op3,op) = op4; and (iv) IT(op4,op) = op3;
where op∈O p. According toTP1, the following equalities should be satisfied:

op2 ·op2≡ op1 ·op1 (1)

op2 ·op1≡ op2 ·op1 (2)

op1 ·op2≡ op1 ·op2 (3)

op1 ·op1≡ op2 ·op2 (4)

The above IT function satisfies each of these properties. Indeed, for every matrix A, we have A·op1 ·
op1 = 4×A and A·op2 ·op2 = 4×A which means equivalence (1) is satisfied. Similarly, equivalence (4)
is satisfied. As for equivalence (2), it is correct since for every matrix A∈M2,2, op2 ·op1 =

1
2×op2 ·op1

and op2 ·op1 = op2 ·
1
2×op1. Clearly, 1

2×op2 ·op1≡ op2 ·
1
2×op1. Similarly, equivalence (3) is correct.

It is easy to prove the correctness of the previous transformation function. Nevertheless, such a
transformation does not make sense since it just undoes the effect of the performed operation when
receiving a concurrent remote operation. For instance IT(op3,op2) = op4 = op2.

Consequently, we propose to enhance our CSP model with the constraintsC1 (see Definition 10)
andC2 (see Definition 11) in order to avoid undesirableIT evaluations that hide the advantage of OT
approach (i.e. including the effect of concurrent operations).

PropertyC1 forbids transforming an operation into its inverse:

Definition 10 (PropertyC1). Given a CCO C= 〈S t,O p, IT 〉 then for every operations opi and opj

from O p, it must be that IT(opi ,opj) 6= opi .
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As for propertyC2, it discardsIT functions transforming an operationop1 againstop2 to the inverse
of op2.

Definition 11 (PropertyC2). given a CCO C= 〈S t,O p, IT 〉 then for every operations opi and opj from
O p, if opj 6= opi then IT(opi ,opj ) 6= opj .

Accordingly, the final set of constraints isC = {TP2, IP2, IP3,C1,C2}.

4 Analysis of Transformation Patterns

To obtain all the experimental results of the undoability problem i.e. calculate all the evaluations ofIT
with respect to our CSP model in a reasonable time, we have implemented a java prototype based on
the Choco solver [3]. Choco is a free and open source java library dedicated to constraint programming
that allows describing combinatorial problems in the form of constraint satisfaction problems and solves
them with constraint programming techniques.

As we represent the transformation function by a square matrix, it is possible to have symmetric
solutions (by rotation and reflection). To provide only effective solutions, we implemented a module that
eliminates all symmetric solutions.

In this section, we present how should be the transformationfunction so that undoability is correctly
managed. In particular, we study whether commutativity is necessary and sufficient for undoablity or
not. Our question stems from observing Examples 3 and 4: the shared integer register is undoable and
its operations are commutative, but the shared binary register is not and its operations do not commute.

To answer the previous question, we begin by defining commutativity property and its implications
on transforming and undoing operations. Next, we analyze the output of our solver for CCOs of orders
2, 4 and 6 respectively.

4.1 Commutativity Property

We formally define the commutativity as follows.

Definition 12 (Commutativity). Two operations op1 and op2 commute iff op1 ·op2≡ op2 ·op1.

In the following, we say that a set of operationsO p is commutative if all of its operations are pairwise
commutative.

Commutativity property given in Definition 12 is strong in the sense that it enables us to reorder
any pair of operations whatever they are concurrent or causally dependent. Instead, in collaborative
applications, we just need to verify whether pairwise concurrent operations commute or not. The impact
of commutativity onIT function is shown in the following Theorem:

Theorem 1. For any pairwise concurrent operations op1,op2 ∈ O p, op1 commute with op2 iff
IT (opi ,opj) = opi , i = 1,2.

Proof. As the transformation function IT is correct (see Definition7), then IT satisfiesTP1. That is, op1 ·
IT (op2,op1)≡ op2 · IT (op1,op2). Since, IT(op2,op1) = op2 and IT(op1,op2) = op1, we deduce from
the previous equivalence that op2 ·op1 ≡ op1 ·op2. Consequently, op1 commutes with op2. Moreover, if
O p is commutative then for every two operations op1 and op2 from O p, we have op1 ·op2 ≡ op2 ·op1.
Consequently, IT(op1,op2) = op1 and IT(op2,op1) = op2 according toTP1. Hence, for any pairwise
concurrent operations op1,op2 ∈ O p, op1 commutes with op2 iff IT (opi ,opj) = opi , i = 1,2.
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A natural follow-up question is how to define a transformation function so that the collaborative
object is undoable and whether commutativity is necessary to achieve undoability or not?

First, we prove that commutativity is sufficient for undoability. In other words, we show that for any
given consistent objectC= 〈S t,O p, IT 〉, if IT (opi ,opj) = opi for all concurrent operationsopi andopj

from O p thenC is undoable (see Lemma 1).

Lemma 1 (Commutativity implies undoability). Given an object C= 〈S t,O p, IT 〉, if O p is commuta-
tive then C is undoable.

Proof. To prove that C is undoable, we have to verify thatIP2 and IP3 properties are preserved. Since
O p is commutative then every operation is transformed to itself. Thus, for every two operations opi and
opj from O p, we have IT(IT (opi ,opj),opj) = IT (opi ,opj) = opi . Then,IP2 is satisfied. As forIP3, it
is satisfied since, IT(opi , IT (opj ,opi)) = IT (opi ,opj) = opi = IT (opi ,opj).

In the following, we discuss the solutions provided by our prototype for orders 2, 4 and 6 and see
whether they commute or not.

4.2 CCO of order 2

To discuss the correct evaluations of the transformation function IT in the case of a 2-CCO, we consider
O p = {op1,op2} such thatop1 = op2. When enforcing the set of constraints, only one solution was
provided by our solver (see Figure 4). This output shows thatan undoable CCO of order 2 requires a

IT op1 op2

op1 op1 op1

op2 op2 op2

Figure 4: Output of the 2-CCO problem.

transformation function verifyingIT (opi ,opj) = opi for every pairwise operationsopi andopj from O p
(i.e every operation is transformed to itself) therebyO p commute as stated in Theorem 1. Accordingly,
the commutativity is necessary to correctly undo concurrent operations in the case of 2-CCOs.

4.3 CCO of order 4

Figure 5 shows the output of our solver in the case of 4-CCOs. For this experiment, we have considered
a set of four operationsO p = {op1,op2,op3,op4} such thatop1 = op4 andop2 = op3. Similarly to
2-CCOs, commutativity is necessary to achieve undoabilitysince every operation is transformed to itself
(see Theorem 1).

IT op1 op2 op3 op4

op1 op1 op1 op1 op1

op2 op2 op2 op2 op2

op3 op3 op3 op3 op3

op4 op4 op4 op4 op4

Figure 5: Output of the 4-CCO problem.
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4.4 CCO of order 6

We discuss here the transformation functions provided by our solver for CCOs of order 6. We have
considered thatO p = {op1,op2,op3,op4,op5,op6} such thatop1 = op6, op2 = op5 and op3 = op4.
Figure 6 shows that three solutions are possible to attain undoability.

(1) Solution 1
IT op1 op2 op3 op4 op5 op6

op1 op1 op4 op1 op1 op4 op1

op2 op2 op2 op2 op2 op2 op2

op3 op3 op6 op3 op3 op6 op3

op4 op4 op1 op4 op4 op1 op4

op5 op5 op5 op5 op5 op5 op5

op6 op6 op3 op6 op6 op3 op6

(2) Solution 2
IT op1 op2 op3 op4 op5 op6

op1 op1 op4 op1 op1 op3 op1

op2 op2 op2 op2 op2 op2 op2

op3 op3 op1 op3 op3 op6 op3

op4 op4 op6 op4 op4 op1 op4

op5 op5 op5 op5 op5 op5 op5

op6 op6 op3 op6 op6 op4 op6

(3) Solution 3
IT op1 op2 op3 op4 op5 op6

op1 op1 op1 op1 op1 op1 op1

op2 op2 op2 op2 op2 op2 op2

op3 op3 op3 op3 op3 op3 op3

op4 op4 op4 op4 op4 op4 op4

op5 op5 op5 op5 op5 op5 op5

op6 op6 op6 op6 op6 op6 op6

Figure 6: Output of the 6-CCO problem.

Thus an undoable 6-CCO is not necessarily commutative. Indeed, among the three solutions provided
by our solver only the last one commutes according to Theorem1. However, a very important observation
that can be made is: 4 operations from the operations set are transformed at least 4 times to themselves
and 2 others are always transformed to themselves. The analysis of both solutions 1 and 2 shows each
solution is formed by a commutative CCO of order 4 and anothercommutative CCO of order 2 such that
the transformation inter-CCOs (transformation between 4-CCO and 2-CCO) does not commute.

5 Discussion

Our previous study proves that commutativity is closely related to undoability while the OT approach
was proposed to go beyond commutativity. Indeed, CCOs of order 2 and 4 are undoable if and only if
they commute as stated in the following theorem:

Theorem 2. Commutativity is necessary and sufficient to achieve undoablity for CCOs of order n≤ 4.

Proof. The experimental results obtained by executing the solver for CCOs of order2 and4 show that
commutativity is necessary to achieve undoability. Since commutativity is also sufficient to achieve un-
doability (see Lemma 1), we deduce that commutativity is equivalent to undoablilty for CCOs of orders
2 and4.

However, commutativity is sufficient but not necessary to achieve undoablitiy in the case of CCOs
of order n≥ 6. Indeed, our solver provides three correct transformation functions that are undoable
where only one is commutative according to Theorem 1. The twoothers do not commute but consist
of two sub-sets of commutative operations. Accordingly, a 6-CCO is formed by two intra-commutative
sub-CCOs such that the transformation inter both CCOs does not commute. The analysis of the output
presented in Figure 6 shows that the set of operationsO p of any undoable 6-CCO is:

1. either commutative,i.e. IT(opi ,opj ) = opi for every pair of operationsopi , opj in O p;
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2. or the union of two sub-setsO p1 andO p2 such that:O p1 andO p2 are commutative of size 2
and 4 respectively (i.e. IT(opi ,opj ) = opi , for every pair of operations(opi ,opj) ∈ O px×O px,
x∈ {1,2}). The transformation inter CCOs is summarized as follows:

(a) for every pair of operations(opi ,opj) ∈O p1×O p2, IT (opi ,opj) = opi

(b) for every pair of operations(opi ,opj) ∈O p2×O p1,
i. eitherIT (opi ,opj) = IT (opi ,opj);
ii. or IT (opi ,opj) = IT (opi ,opj)

The solutions produced by our solver in the case of 8-CCOs validate the previous observation and
follow the patterns found above. However, due to space limit, we cannot present and discuss these
solutions. We strongly believe that the patterns found for 6-CCOs may be generalized by induction on
the CCO’s order.

Moreover, our experiments provide a small number of solutions which greatly simplifies the study
of the undoability problem. Indeed, our set of constraints considerably reduces the number of correct
evaluations for transforming concurrent operations whichsaves time and effort when designing a con-
current application. For instance, a 6-CCO normally generates 66

2
transformation functions while we

only obtain 3 patterns. This would be very useful for collaborative applications designers.
To summarize, this work proves that there is only one possible way of transforming concurrent opera-

tions for CCOs of order 2 and 4 to ensure they are undoable. This unique solution consists in transforming
each operation to itself thus the commutativity is necessary and sufficient to achieve undoablility. Oth-
erwise, commutativity is only sufficient. Furthermore, an undoable CCO of ordern≥ 6 is the union of
two intra-commutative sub-CCOs which allows devising generic transformation patterns useful for the
design of collaborative applications. Yet OT approach was proposed to go beyond commutativity, this
work shows that commutativity somehow impacts on undoability.

6 Related Work

Several works proposed undo capability for collaborative editors. The majority of these solutions are
based on log usage in order to store operations and recover earlier states.

Swap then undo [13] was the first selective undo. It consists on placing the selected operation in the
end of the history by swapping then executing its inverse. Unfortunately, this solution does not allow
to undo any operation since it is not always possible to swap operations in the log. To avoid this issue,
authors defined the boolean functioncon f lict() that aborts the undo procedure in conflicting situations.

Undo/Redo [14] was proposed to overcome the conflict problem. It consists in undoing all the
operations in the inverse chronological order. However, itis expensive since it requires to perform many
steps and does not allow undo in all cases since an operation may not be undoable.

The approach ofFerri é [7] has a quadratic complexity and is based on the transformation functions
of the algorithm SOCT2 [17] that violates convergence properties [8,9].

UNO [25] consists in generating a new operation having the inverse effect of the operation to be
undone. Although it has a linear complexity, this solution only fits applications based on TTF [12] where
characters are not effectively deleted from the document. Moreover, the correctness proof of UNO
assumes the intention preservation which is not proved formally [16].

BothANYUNDO-X [19] andCOT [23] support integrated Do and selective Undo and allow the undo
of any operation while solving the known undo problematic. However, they both have an exponential
complexity and are based on avoiding some inverse properties (namelyIP2 andIP3) instead of fulfilling
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them. In COT, a contextual relation is introduced to illustrate the relation between an operation, its
inverse and the transformed intermediates forms of the inverse. The time complexity is also exponential
in the log size. The difference between ANYUNDO [19] and COT [23] is that the latter discuss the undo
in the case of causally dependent operations and not only concurrent ones.

Finally, theABTU algorithm [16] proposes an undo solution basing on the transformation algorithm
ABT [10]. Even though the proposed algorithm has a linear complexity, it does not allow to undo
any operation since undo is aborted in some cases. The transformation algorithm ABT is based on
effect relationallowing to order document updates in the log. Consequently, all updates are ordered
according to their effect relation on the shared document state. Authors assume that this relation ensures
convergence. However, this algorithm diverge in some cases.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented a formal model for the undoability problem. Indeed, we have shown how
to formulate the undoability problem as a CSP. Thus, it is possible to compute all correct transformation
functions that achieve convergence and undoability using aCSP solver. Our experiments showed that
undoability for CCOs of order 2 and 4 is achieved if and only ifthe operations commute which consider-
ably simplifies the design of collaborative objects. However, for all CCOs of ordern≥ 6, it is possible to
define multiple transformation functions to achieve undoability. Fortunately, we have shown that these
solutions are either commutative or formed by sub commutative CCOs. In future work, we will deeply
investigate in the transformation functions provided by our undoability solver in order to generalize the
transformation patterns defined for 6-CCOs which allows to devise a generic transformation framework
for finite and arbitrary set of operations. Such framework will be very useful for collaborative applica-
tions designers since it guarantees the correctness and undoability for any given solution. Furthermore,
we will relax propertyIP2 by providing alternative constraints since it is always discarded by designers
instead of being fulfilled.
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